Grolier Multimedia Encyclopedia
General Knowledge for Middle and High School Users

Product Features
• Most appropriate for middle and high school grades
• 41,300 articles
• Reading Range: 1,000 to 1,300 Lexile
• Brain Jam: Monthly feature that focuses on a timely topic of curricular interest by bundling together an array of related features in a single, engaging, easy-to-navigate format
• Extensive media resources, maps, photographs, artwork, videos, panoramas, dynamic maps, and interactive cutaways
• Timelines
• Research project suggestions
• Quizzes, games, and Today Is feature

Suggested Article Searches
• United States, History of the (III)
  (includes multimedia, historical maps, photos, etc.)
• Social Networking
  (demonstrates treatment of contemporary issues)
• Hydraulic Fracturing (up-to-date coverage of science and engineering topics)